Tunable broadband intense IR pulse generation at non-degenerate wavelengths using group delay compensation in a dual-crystal OPA scheme.
A robust group delay compensated dual-crystal optical parametric amplification (DOPA) scheme is proposed that will be used to prove the positive effect of group delay compensation on a DOPA as predicted by the simulations in the previously published literature. Through simple adjustments, it is also capable of providing 20 fs pulses (theoretically compressible to 12 fs, corresponding to sub-four-cycle for 1300 nm components), broadband IR pulses at non-degenerate wavelengths using short pulse (broadband) pump laser. In our table-top DOPA system, group delay compensation has been realized using a simple optical crystal. Our design provides output power in order of 100 mW. We managed to achieve minimum 20 nm improvement on the bandwidth, compared to single-crystal OPA (SOPA) structure whilst keeping total conversion efficiency above 30%. Adjusting our configuration by optimizing the phase-matching angles of the two BBO crystals, we also have realized a practical scheme that benefitting from group delay compensation can obtain 75 nm bandwidth improvement while keeping the conversion efficiency constant. This achievement will open the doors to the realm of multiple crystals OPA systems and provide a solution to the imposed limitation on the effective lengths of applicable non-linear crystals and hence limited power gain of such broadband OPA systems.